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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
SAN ANTONIO DIVISION
SHANNON PEREZ, et al.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
v.
STATE OF TEXAS, et al.,
Defendants.

CIVIL ACTION NO.
SA-11-CA-360-OLG-JES-XR

THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN CONGRESSPERSONS
PLAINTIFF-INTERVENORS’ POST-TRIAL BRIEF
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES OF SAID COURT:
BACKGROUND:
The

African-American

Congressional

Intervenors

consists

of

Congresswoman Eddie Bernice Johnson of Dallas, Congresswoman Sheila Jackson
Lee of Houston and Congressman Alexander Green of Houston. The Legislature
made changes in the 2013 map that included changes to the districts of all three
Congresspersons.

The Congresspersons are not challenging the current

configuration or composition of Congressional Districts 9 and 18 in this litigation,
though they support efforts to achieve additional minority representation in the
Houston area that does not require changes to Congressional Districts 9 and 18. It
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is their position, however, that there is overall underrepresentation of minorities in
the current Congressional Plan, the Dallas Fort Worth Configuration is resulting
from intentional discrimination and dilutes minority voting strength, and that CD30
is still packed and cracked and was constituted in a manner to dilute minority voting
strength. The African-American Congresspersons support the new Congressional
Map tendered by the Texas NAACP for the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex.
Congresspersons are adopting Texas NAACP’s arguments on the
Congressional Plan. The appendix to the brief will attempt to respond to some of
the questions tendered by the Court and the brief will focus on the issues of
discriminatory intent and coalition districts. See Appendix A.
DISCRIMINATORY INTENT:
It is important to note that the “rubric for making a determination of a
discriminatory purpose is the same” under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act
(“VRA”) and the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. Veasey v. Perry, 71 F.
Supp. 3d 627, at 698-99, n. 525 (citing Village of Arlington Heights v. Metro.
Housing. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 265-68 (1977) (constitutional test) and United
States v. Brown, 561 F.3d 420, 433 (5th Cir. 2009) (Section 2 test; quoting Arlington
Heights) (S.D. Tex. 2014). Once a court determines that a state actor has engaged
in purposeful discrimination, the “racial discrimination [must] be eliminated root
and branch.” Green v. Cnty. Sch. Bd., 391 U.S. 430, 437-39 (1968).
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It is not necessary to prove that discrimination is the sole motivating factor for
the action by the legislature, only that it is one of them. Arlington Heights, supra at
265-266. The types of evidence that might be relevant to such a consideration is
broad as what courts must do is engage in a “sensitive inquiry into such
circumstantial and direct evidence of intent as may be available. Id. at 266. Whether
the impact has a greater burden on one group than another is one potential starting
point. Id. It is important to note that sometimes there is a clear pattern that can be
explained on grounds other than race. Arlington Heights, supra at 266 citing several
cases including Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960).

Congressional

Intervenor and NAACP Expert, Dr. Richard Murray, in his supplementary report
found in NAACP/Congressional Intervenors Exhibit 14 has provided relevant
context to the question of whether there is a greater burden placed on minority
voters:
The underrepresentation remains the case today. Twenty-four of the 36 Texas
congressional districts were dominated by Anglo non-Hispanic white) voters
in the 2012, 2014 and 2016 General Elections. The candidates supported by
these voters have not been the preferred choice of African-American or Latino
voters in these districts. One district, the 23rd, is competitive, but the candidate
of choice of minority voters (almost all of whom are Hispanic) lost in two of
the last three elections to the Anglo electorate’s candidate of choice. That
leaves just 11 of the 36 Texas districts where protected minority votes have
an effective opportunity to elect candidates of their choice to represent them
in Washington, D.C. despite the fact that African-Americans and Latinos are
now more than one-half of the state’s population.”
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Dr. Murray notes that according to the 2015 ACS survey, Texas has 26,538,614
persons, with 10,196,367 being Hispanic and 3,070,121 being African-American.
There are 11,635,757 Anglos who are not Hispanic. This means that AfricanAmericans and Latinos are more than half of the total population and that the
population of Asians, other minorities, African-Americans and Latinos is
approximately 15 million out of the total population. This is nearly 60 percent of
the State’s population, but Anglos dominate two of three Congressional districts and
have won the last two elections in another. It would appear that there is a qualifier
that applies to voters that can be used here. The Anglo qualifier would be greater
than one because instead of a little over 40 percent of the Congressional Districts
they control the vast majority of them, while minorities, by contrast are able to
control or elect their candidate of choice in 11 of 36, which is around 30 percent so
the qualifier there would be less than one of course (I do not mean to indicate that
there are 11 ability to elect districts but there are 11 where the minority candidate of
choice prevails). Clearly, there is much value attached to the Anglo vote in this plan
in contrast to the value attached to other votes.
However, it is not just the actual burden placed on minority voters that is
relevant to this discussion. The Legislature adopted this map around the 20th of June
of 2013. It was not until June 27, 2013 that the Supreme Court handed down Shelby
County v. Holder. Shelby County v. Holder, 133 S.Ct. 2612 (2013). A bi-partisan
4
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three-Judge panel handed down a sweeping opinion involving the 2011 plan in 2012.
Texas v. United States, 887 F.Supp.2d 133 (D.C. 2012). And in a manner somewhat
supportive of the analysis done by Dr. Murray, the 3 Judge Court said that “in the
section 2 context, the Court has looked to the relationship between a minority
group’s share of the VCAP statewide and the number of opportunity districts to help
determine whether new opportunity districts must be created.” Texas, supra at 157.
The Panel noted that Latinos were underrepresented in the 2011 map by at least two
districts. The court noted further in regards to the 2010 census numbers:
“The Black and Hispanic communities currently make up 39.3% of Texas’s
CVAP, Joint Stipulation of Fact Paragraph 38. Thus, if districts were
allocated proportionally, there would be 13 minority districts out of the 32 in
the benchmark (39.3 percent of 32 is 12.6). Yet minorities have only 10 seats
in the benchmark, so the representation gap is three districts. In the enacted
plan, proportional representation would yield 14 ability districts (39.3% of 36
is 14.1), but there are still only 10 ability districts. Thus the representation
gap in the enacted plan is four districts.”
Texas supra at 158. C235 only provided one additional minority ability to elect
district and that is CD33 in Dallas. 1 What this means is that Section 2 underrepresentation continues in the new map as it did at the time of the opinion in Texas
v. U.S., supra. Of course the Citizen Voting Age population has increased. Dr.

1

Based on the information from Dr. Fairfax’s report and population projections and the report of
Dr. Murray in regards to the different ways that Latinos are becoming Citizens in a more rapid
way, it appears that this 39.3 percent is quite low and that the 14.1 seats should be closer to 15
seats at least.
5
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Murray elaborates further on this disparity in his trial testimony. (Tr. p. 1241 l. 25
to p. 1242 l. 17).
In Texas v. U.S., the Panel indicated that there are 5 traditional areas for
inquiry in determining whether racially discriminatory intent is present:

(1)

discriminatory impact; (2) historical background, (3) sequence of events leading up
to the decision, (4) procedural or substantive deviations from the normal decisionmaking process, and (5) contemporaneous viewpoints expressed by the decisionmakers. Texas, supra at 159. In this case, we have already analyzed the impact and
it is clear that African-Americans and Latinos are seriously underrepresented in
C235. In regards to the historical background, it is obvious that the Legislature was
aware of the D.C. Court opinion, the 5th Circuit opinion on coalition districts and
the concerns expressed by minority Legislators among other matters. Notably, Dr.
Richard Murray testified that the passage of the 2013 plan suggests intentional
discrimination because “the legislation continued much of the 2011 plan.” (Tr. p.
1277 l. 25 to p. 1278 l. 16).
House Redistricting Committee Chairman Drew Darby testified in the trial.
He testified that he voted on the 2011 map when he was not Chairman without
looking at the map. (Tr. p. 1596 ll. 21-24). He noted that substantive amendments
were not permitted. (Transcript 7/14/17, p. 1529 l. 21 to p. 1531 l. 19). Darby there
indicates that coalition districts are not required and that the county line rule
6
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prevented them from agreeing to changes like those proposed by minority legislators
Yvonne Davis and Trey Martinez-Fischer. In a most unusual action, the Legislature
takes the position that this Court had ruled that the “interim maps remedy any
violation of the Voting Rights Act or U.S. Constitutions.” (Tr. P. 1558 lines 1-21.
Chairman Darby further admitted that such findings are normally done by the
Legislature. (Tr. p. 1558 ll. 18-24). Darby acknowledges starting out the Austin
hearing with a statement that the court ordered plan was legally sufficient. (Tr. p.
1563 l. 20 to p. 1564 l. 3). Chairman Darby acknowledges that Legislative Counsel
Chief Jeff Archer spoke to them and indicated that the Court decisions were not
actually final. (Tr. p. 1570 l. 11 to p. 1571 l. 12). Archer even noted that the plan
tendered by Yvonne Davis showed some potential vulnerabilities in the Interim Map.
(Tr. p. 1575 ll. 1-7). None of these proposed changes by Rep. Davis were accepted.
(Tr. p. 1575 ll. 18-22). Chairman Darby took the position during floor debates that
coalition districts were not legally required. (Tr. p. 1576 ll. 5-7). Chairman Darby
a lawyer, then testifies that he was not aware that in the absence of a Supreme Court
decision on an issue, Texas was governed by 5th Circuit precedent. (Tr. p. 1577 ll.
6-14). The Chairman acknowledged that all of the amendments that Representatives
sought to introduce regarding the Congressional plan were made by or in behalf of
minority members of the Legislature. (Tr. p. 1594 ll. 3-10). He also acknowledged
receiving a letter from the NAACP in this process. (Tr. p. 1595 ll. 9-14. Chairman
7
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Darby acknowledges talking about the letter on the floor of the House. Id. He noted
that one item in the letter was a complaint that CD30 in Dallas was still packed. (Tr.
p. 1595 ll. 15-29). He also acknowledges that there was a problem in C235 with
racial gerrymandering in the Dallas and Fort Worth Metroplex. (Tr. p. 1595 ll. 1529). When asked whether he recalled that a copy of the DC opinion was attached he
indicated that he did not recall that but would take counsel’s word for it. (Tr. p. 1595
l. 24 to p. 1596 l. 2).
Darby also acknowledged that before a bill is voted on in the Senate twothirds of the Senators must agree for it to be moved to the floor. However, the
traditional two-thirds rule was made inapplicable for the Special session. (Tr. p.
1563 ll. 7-19). In the 2013 House Journal Supplement of Thursday, June 20, 2013
Speaker Darby makes note of the irregularity of the proceeding when he says that
the special session redistricting process as "telescoped-down."
The State hired outside counsel for Chairman Darby but not other members
of the Committee. (Tr. P. 1566 ll. 17-19). Previously, Darby had indicated counsel
would be hired for the entire Committee. (Tr. p. 1567 ll. 1-3). He also acknowledged
that the Vice-Chair of the Committee, Rep. Yvonne Davis, had sought counsel as
well and he directed her to the Office of the Attorney General. (Tr. p. 1594 ll. 1117).
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Senator Royce West testified in deposition that there has been a history of the
Legislature not hearing minority voices in the redistricting process.

(West

deposition p. 21 l. 11 to p. 23 l. 5 [ECF 1471-4]). His opinion resulted from his
involvement in the process. (West deposition p. 35 ll. 11-14 [ECF 1471-4]).
According to Senator West the scope of the call itself was part of the discrimination
because it did not permit any amendments. (West deposition p. 43 ll. 7-10 [ECF
1471-4]). Any amendments outside of the call would be out of order. (West
deposition p. 43 ll. 17-23 [ECF 1471-4]). The very scope of the call prevented them
from properly engaging in an analysis of whether there were violations of the
Constitution or the Voting Rights Act. (West deposition p. 45 ll. 4-13 [ECF 14714]). West said there should have been input into what the map looked like that was
submitted to the committee. (West deposition p. 47 ll. 2-7 [ECF 1471-4]). Senator
West complained that C235 did not provide proper minority representation in Dallas
or the Metroplex and it provided power to the suburbs instead of the urban areas
because the districts went out from Dallas County like fingers. (West deposition p.
47 l. 22 to p. 49 l. 15 [ECF 1471-4]). Senator West said not including minorities in
the process is evidence of intentional discrimination in the drawing of the map as
well as Texas history in regards to minorities and discrimination against them. (West
deposition p. 54 l. 18 to p. 55 l0 14 [ECF 1471-4]). West also indicates that disparate
impact against minorities is another matter to be considered. (West deposition p. 60
9
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l. 12 to p. 61 l. 10 [ECF 1471-4]). West indicated that he personally felt that he was
excluded from the redistricting process in 2013. (West deposition p. 69 l. 10 to p.
70 l. 17 [ECF 1471-4]). Senator West did submit a proposed amendment to the 2013
redistricting bill. Id. He says that other members of the Senate also felt excluded
from the process. Id. West says the 2013 redistricting process was not open to
minority legislators. (West deposition p, 72 ll. 14-21 [ECF 1471-4])(Dr. Murray
testified that this is an important indicator in assessing whether there was intentional
discrimination, Tr. p. 1287 ll. 2-9). State Representative Toni Rose, a Member of
the Texas Legislative Black Caucus, testified that minority members were not able
to have any meaningful input into the development of the Congressional Plan in
2013 and that in her opinion she believes the failure to provide them input into the
plan indicates discrimination. She said that it was apparent from the public hearings
but nothing was done about this. (Tr. p. 1318 l. 20 to p. 1320 l. 6). When pressed,
Senator West acknowledges that the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Speaker and
the Committee Chairmen were aggressive opponents of Voting Rights. (Tr. p. 78 l.
20 to p. 79 line 18). In fact, Senator West says that the 2013 Congressional plan was
enacted to discriminate against minorities on the basis of their race.

(West

deposition p. 81 ll. 21-24 [ECF 1471-4]). Senator West makes it clear that the
discriminators in passing this map included the Texas Legislators who passed the
map. (Tr. p. 83 ll. 2-10). West noted that every amendment attempted by an ethnic
10
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minority was either tabled or defeated. (Tr. p. 84 ll. 14-25). Senator West indicated
that he was aware that the court’s opinion on the interim map did not prevent the
Legislature from conducting a further analysis. (West deposition p. 130 l. 22 to p.
131 l. 12 [ECF 1471-4]). West indicates that stranded populations are one concern
he has regarding the redistricting maps. (West deposition p. 132 l. 10 to p. 33 l. 18
[ECF 1471-4]). In regards to packing under C235, Senator West offers the opinion
that CD30 is still packed. (West deposition p. 134 ll. 3-6 [ECF 1471-4]). Senator
West complained that in an already working district they placed additional
population within it. (West deposition p. 134 l. 7 to p. 136 l. 1 [ECF 1471-4]). West
voted against C235. (West deposition p. 139 ll. 13-15 [ECF 1471-4]).
Dr. Vernon Burton provided a thorough analysis of the Senate Factors. In
fact, Dr. Murray noted that the thoroughness in his report found in Exhibit 14. Dr.
Burton’s Report, NAACP/Congressional-Intervenor Exhibit 23, indicates that
minorities have sued the State of Texas successfully in regards to redistricting in
every decennial census redistricting effort since 1970. Dr. Burton notes the cases in
footnote 51 of his most recent report. (See Tr. p. 881 l. 4, and 887 ll. 13-23). After
doing a report for the 2011 trial, Dr. Burton focused on whether the State’s
discrimination had continued since that time and he concluded that it had. (Tr. p.
872 l. 24 to p. 873 l. 6). Dr. Burton went back over a century and indicated that in
each major voting rights change that was made by the Texas Legislature they
11
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claimed that it was to combat voter fraud the same as the Legislature did as recently
as 2011 when it passed the most recent Voter Identification bill. (Tr. p. 874 l. 5 to
p. 875 l. 18). Dr. Burton noted that the Legislature adopted the 2013 plans without
considering the opinion in Texas v. U.S..

Dr. Burton says there are open

discriminatory practices in Texas and discrimination is a continuing problem in
Texas. (Tr. p. 883 l. 19 to p. 884 l. 3). Dr. Burton noted that socio-economic
disparities are increasing instead of decreasing in Texas. (Tr. p. 885 l. 17 to p. 886
l. 19). Socio economic disparities make it more difficult for minorities to vote than
Anglos. (Tr. p. 884 l. 14). Dr. Burton’s report addressed discrimination against
African-Americans and Latinos in areas of public life including education,
employment, housing, and transportation. Importantly, health and education are two
of the areas also cited by Senator West. Dr. Burton noted that with the educational
deficiencies suffered by minorities that this would inhibit their political
participation.

(Burton Report p. 37).

Further, Dr. Burton indicated that the

educational disparities suffered by African-Americans and Latinos interact directly
with the requirements of the voter identification law. (Burton Report p. 39).
Dr. Burton’s summary included the following opinion:
Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act requires that plaintiffs prove that minority
voters do not have an equal opportunity to participate in the electoral process
and elect candidates of their choice. To show the lack of opportunity, they
need to investigate ‘a totality of circumstances,’ that is an examination of the
evidence of discrimination. This report has looked very specifically at the
12
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Senate Factors used to define whether or not citizens have an equal
opportunity. A survey of the history of racial discrimination in regard to
voting, education, and public accommodations in Texas shows that politics in
Texas have been shaped by racial considerations in the years before 1965 and
has consistently continued to be substantially affected by racial considerations
during the decades since through to this decade. The State’s continued efforts
to institute discriminatory voter identification laws and racially discriminatory
redistricting must also be considered in determining the intention of the Texas
Legislature in adopting the Congressional and House Redistricting Maps in
2013, C235 and H358.”
(Burton report p. 55). Dr. Burton then concludes:
The voter laws passed in 2011 and 2013 are no different as the white majority
in Texas were reacting to multiple events that it viewed as an extreme crises,
to include: the transition of Texas to a majority-minority state, the high voter
registration and turnout, and the election of the first African-American
President.”
Burton report pp. 55-56.
Dr. Murray sums it all up most accurately, in a manner that can best explain
the testimony and actions of Chairman Darby when he says that:
“The state has taken a minimalist position with regard to addressing serious
problems identified by this court with respect to the congressional and state
house redistricting map enacted in 2011 and largely preserved by C235. The
state’s strategy is to run out the clock, keeping the flawed interim map in place
until after a new census in 2020. This stalling tactic, which leaves African
American and Latino populations seriously underrepresented in Austin and
Washington is, in my opinion, further evidence of procedures that enhance the
opportunity for discrimination.”
Dr. Murray investigated the Senate Factor in regards to voting procedures that
enhance the opportunity for discrimination. In that regard, he included the Voter
Identification Law and the elimination of straight ticket voting, (Tr. p. 1252 l. 11
13
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to p. 1253 l. 20). Dr. Murray also noted that there was a recent incident of voter
intimidation in Harris County when County Clerk Stan Stanart warned voters about
consequences if they used the alternative method of voting as a result of the voter
identification litigation. (Tr. p. 1281 l. 2 to p. 1282 l. 7).
COALITION DISTRICTS:
It is important to note that hostility against minorities in Texas is not limited
to one group as it exists against African-Americans and Latinos. Senator Royce
West testified in his deposition that African-Americans and Latinos in Dallas/Fort
Worth have common interests. (West deposition p. 113 ll. 17-20 [ECF 1471-4]).
Among those common interests in employment, immigration, politics and economic
issues. (West deposition p. 113 ll. 21-25 [ECF 1471-4]). He further indicated that
the common interests include educational opportunities, affordable healthcare, and
community. He said that Latinos and African-Americans tend to vote for the same
candidates in the Metroplex. (West deposition p. 114 l. 22 to p. 115 l. 9 [ECF 14714]). Expert George Korbel noted that African-Americans and Latinos live in the
same neighborhoods. (Tr. p. 825 ll. 17-23).
Dr. Murray noted that polarized voting is alive and well in Texas. Dr. Burton
notes that “race is a central feature of politics in Texas.” (Burton Report p. 40). Dr.
Burton notes that the realignment of African-Americans and Latinos to the
Democratic Party was “based on an old issue. Southern whites, even today, continue
14
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to be antagonistic towards policies designed to promote the political, economic, and
social progress of minorities.” (Burton report p. 41). He notes that race is always
an issue in Texas campaigns and that this has been true from the beginning. Burton
notes that this is a direct result of the Southern Strategy employed nationwide. (Note
that Dr. Murray indicated the same in his 2011 report). In this plan, “NegroDemocratic mutual identification” was important for the building of a white
Republican Party in the South.” (Burton report p. 42). One of the Senate Factors
involving racial appeals has importance here. Instead of overt political appeals, the
appeals made in concert with this Southern Strategy became implicit or subtle.
(Burton report pp. 42-43). Appeals were made like forced busing, states rights, etc.
(Burton report p. 44). Welfare queen, lazy, criminal, taking advantage, corruption,
fraud, etc. became the new terms. Importantly the Congressional Intervenors and
the NAACP introduced exhibits in the 2011 round that had such appeals such as the
ones that had State Representative Chris Turner shaded with an added gap in his
teeth, the references to welfare, expensive cars and even one showing the Rep. in
bed with the President. The flags of Mexico and China were on some of the exhibits.
Dr. Burton notes others such as a mailer with pictures of President Obama and
minority representatives including Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee and Mario
Gallegos and it said “Birds of a Feather Flock Together”. Dr. Burton noted a City
Council race with a Latino opponent where a flier from the opponent's campaign
15
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suggested if you vote for his Hispanic opponent the community will become more
like Mexico. Even the 2014 Republican Party Platform in Texas included such
appeals as it demanded the restoration of Confederate plaques to the Texas Supreme
Court Building and it opposed tuition for undocumented immigrants brought to the
United States as children. Burton notes that even campaigns of statewide officials
had such implicit racial appeals in 2014. (Burton Report p. 46). Burton notes that
such implicit appeals were prominent throughout the debates regarding Texas new
voter Identification Law passed in 2011. Texas then Lieutenant Governor, according
to Burton, linked the need for such a bill to his stance in support of tough
immigration laws. (Burton report p. 48). When Representative Riddle, one of the
staunch supporters of SB14, was asked about any instances of such voter fraud she
was aware of she noted that she once saw a Spanish-speaking Latina woman receive
help with voting.” This is incredulous. He even noted the King Street Patriots and
their use of a sign with the picture of a Black Man with a sign complaining that he
was only able to vote once. Burton noted that in 2013 a Dallas Tea Party leader,
Ken Emmanuelson, stated, “the Republican Party does not want black people to vote
if they are going to vote 9 to 1 for Democrats.”
Dr. Murray noted that the tone of the 2016 Presidential campaign is similarly
instructive. Equating immigrants from Mexico to rapists and drug smugglers the
then candidate and now President Trump used language that “no presidential
16
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candidate since George C Wallace had used.” Murray described those opening
statements by Candidate Trump as shocking. (Tr. p. 1256 ll. 1-16). Murray indicates
that white racial resentment is one of the reasons for President Trump’s success
according to ANES survey data and Alan I. Abramowitz. (Murray Report p, 7). He
notes that there is a wide gap between white Republicans and white Democrats in
terms of racial resentment. According to the data, Candidate Trump used racist
appeals against African-Americans and Latinos. However, despite those racist
appeals Candidate Trump received 75 percent of the white vote in Texas. (Murray
report p. 9). Murray testified that Trump won the well-educated white and affluent
neighborhoods but by less margins that Republicans normally get, but “once you got
out of those upscale, well-educated white neighborhoods, mostly in inner cities,
Trump got record support from white voters. In counties like Orange County, Texas,
he got more votes than any Republican for President, and in most rural, smaller town,
counties of our state. So the electorate became terrifically polarized with outer
suburban, smaller city, rural whites voting overwhelmingly for Trump.” (Tr. p. 1257
l. 2 to p. 1258 l. 6). However, Latinos voted in record numbers with record shares
of their vote for Trump’s opponent Hillary Clinton. Murray conducted an inquiry to
determine if the national trends for Latino voters were present in Texas and he found
that they were. He found sharp increases in voting in El Paso and Hidalgo Counties.
Murray conducted a homogenous precinct analysis of predominately Latino
17
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precincts in Harris County and see if the movement away from Republicans was
illustrated and he determined that it was and that it confirmed the other studies on
the issue regarding Latino movement away from the Republican Party. The votes
for Republicans in those precincts went from an average of 35.4 in 2008, to 29.3 in
2012, down to 21.5 in 2016. According to Murray, 81 percent of Latinos believed
candidate Trump’s appeals were racist. (Tr. p. 1254 l. 13 to p. 1255 l. 9). Murray
also found this to be true in regards to Asian voters. He noted that effective coalition
districts like House District 137 and House District 149 could be now created.
Dr. Murray has detailed the fact that there has been increasing cohesion
between African-American voters since 2004, but the continued increase in cohesion
actually accelerated in 2016. (Tr. p. 1245 l. 221 to p. 1246 l. 15. Murray noted that
the trend has lasted since 2004 but may have actually started beforehand. Murray
indicated that this last election suggests a potential for a Goldwater effect in regards
to many of the few Latino voters who voted Republican moving away from the
Republicans like the effect the Goldwater campaign had on African-American voters
moving away from them. (Tr. p. 1259 l. 7 to p. 1260 l. 4).
Former Fort Worth City Councilperson Frank Moss testified that he works
with Community Frontline with Latinos and Anglos to address issues of importance
in the community. (Tr. p. 1294 l. 18 to p. 1295 l. 8). In 2014, African-Americans
supported the Latino community to ensure that a Latino was elected to District 2 of
18
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the Fort Worth City Council. (Tr. p. 1297 ll. 1-13). This is a district that is
predominately Black (and Black and Hispanic) inside the loop and predominately
white outside the loop. (Tr. p. 1297 to p. 1298 l. 3). African-Americans traditionally
support the Latino candidate in that district. (Tr. p. 1298 ll. 4-6).
Representative Toni Rose from Dallas testified that her dad, a former Justice
of the Peace, got involved in politics as a result of Pancho Medrano. (Tr. p. 1308 l.
24 to p. 1309 l. 11). She said her family has worked closely with the Latino
community for many years. (Tr. p. 1309 ll. 12-23). And she has worked with the
Latino community since she graduated from college via the NAACP and League of
Women Voters. (Id). Police shootings have been an area of common interest. (Tr.
p. 1309 l. 24 to p. 1310 l. 10). Such as the Latino community members who
supported the African-Community in reference to the shooting of Jordan Edwards,
the African-American had done so in the past including instances such as the
shooting death of Santos Rodriquez a 12 year old Latino. (Tr. p. 1310 ll. 11-18).
She has an Advisory Council for her State Representative position and Latinos and
African-Americans are on it. (Tr. p. 1310 l. 19 to p. 1311 l. 5). Representative Rose
that interaction with this group and her work experience have led her to understand
that similar issues face the two communities and meld them together. (Tr. p. 1311
ll. 6-16). She points out poverty, racial profiling, and immigration as issues of
common concern. (Id). She also indicated that there is indeed a countywide coalition
19
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between African-American and Latino voters. According to Representative Rose,
there are many Latinos and African-Americans elected countywide and neither could
be elected without the other. (Tr. p. 1311 l.17 to p. 1312 l. 3). She noted that some
of these candidates had contested primaries. (Tr. p. 1321 ll. 7-17). Exhibit 46 of the
African-American Congresspersons and the NAACP shows too that there were
many positions in the Democratic Primary where Latinos were not contested by
African-Americans, including Representative Ancia who has a district similar to
CD33. Dr. Alford suggested without any real analysis that the coalition districts
proposed by the different Plaintiff groups would end up in this huge number of
African-American seats. It is curious why he reached such a conclusion. Back in
2011 Dr. Alford testified that African-Americans needed 40 percent of the Voting
Age population to elect their candidate of choice. (2011 Transcript p. 1847 ll. 1122). On cross examination he conceded it may be as low as 35 percent but he would
not concede 30 percent. (2011 Transcript page 1953 ll. 2-17). Of course, he is now
telling this court that something approximating 30 percent would present an AfricanAmerican opportunity district. Such an extreme opinion should have no weight with
this court.
Representative Rose indicated that the NAACP Map, C284, is a good map
and does a great job of combining important communities of interest. Of particular
note to Representative Rose was the fact the minority State House Districts in Dallas
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would be in Congressional Districts that are held by minority Congresspersons. (p.
1312 l. 7 to p. 1312 l. 21). She talked about the sensitivity to the issues impacting
the community that some of the Congresspersons do not have and she gave
immigration as a specific example of an issue a constituent had where the
Congressperson was not responsive. Representative Rose also noted that it puts
Balch Springs back in Congressional District 30 where it will join with Pleasant
Grove. (Tr. p. 1313 l. 22 to p. 1314 l. 13). Representative Rose said those
communities have the same parks, recreations center and other services. (Id.). She
noted that the scores of a Latino Congressperson from Texas with a 90 on the
NAACP Report Card evidenced the support of Latinos for issues of concern to
African-Americans. (Tr. p. 1315 ll. 11-20). Representative Rose noted how the
African-American community rose up against SB4 and supported the Latino
community in regards to their concerns with this Legislation. (Tr. p. 1315 l. 21 to p.
1316 l. 4). Rose even commented on some of the white communities that were
removed from CD30 so that it could be further packed, indicating that these
communities being put back in CD30 was a good thing as there were issues of
common interest. (Tr. p. 1316 ll. 5-20).
NAACP/Congressional Intervenor Expert Dr. Tony Fairfax indicated that the
HCVAP for Latinos in the new CD24 coalition district would be 41.70 percent
compared to 19.55 percent BCVAP. The HCVAP was about 39, 80 in 2013 and is
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projected to be 43.66 in 2017. The BCVAP started at 19.40 in 2013 in his Table 5.8
and ends at 19.69. This means of course that the HCVAP is growing much faster
than the BCVAP, as the BCVAP would only have increased in 2017 by only .29
since 2013 while the HCVAP would have increased 3.86 percent. The increase in
African-American CVAP would be approximately 5600 voters in this time period
while

the

Latino

increase

in

HCVAP

would

be

nearly

24,000.

NAACP/Congressional Intervenor Expert Edward E. Chervenak, found in his multivariate analysis that Representatives Ancia and Rose, and Senator West were
accurate in saying that African-Americans and Latinos have a coalition in Dallas
County. The African-American preference for both Latino and African-American
candidates is shared by Latino voters while other voters did not have the same
preferences.
Murray noted that it is possible to draw a new map in the Houston area that
would elect a Latino without impacting Congressional Districts 9 and 18. (Tr. p.
1252 ll. 6-9). He indicated that the changes to the 9th and 185h in the 2013 map
should not be changed. (Tr. p. 1251 ll. 12-21). He indicated that it was possible to
also provide similar protection to CD29 the other Latino opportunity district. Dr.
Murray provided detailed guidance about the areas of Latino growth in Houston
outside of those protected areas where a new seat can be drawn. (Tr. p. 1283 to p.
1284 l. 3.
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Dr. Murray indicated that CD33 is a performing coalition district.
Dr. Murray noted that on the NAACP Report Cards, reflecting issues
impacting the African-American community, that all Republicans received an F and
no Republican received a grade above F. (Tr. p. 1263 l. 13 to p. 1264 l. 7). He said
the top Republican received a 21, while the Democrats generally received 90 and
above. For example, the report card in Exhibit 40 includes important votes for racial
and ethnic minorities such as healthcare reform, private school vouchers, voter
identification, immigration overhaul and the confirmation of Tom Perez as United
States Secretary of Labor on the Senate Side and the Elementary and Secondary
Education Overhaul and a Delay on the Affordable Care Act on the House side.
Senator West indicated that the State’s decision in regards to the Affordable Care
Act was discriminatory.
PRAYER:
There is a world of evidence that supports discrimination in the adoption of
the 2013 Map. The Legislature disregarded the law of the 5th Circuit and the cries
of minority lawmakers in 2013. They limited the scope of the 2013 redistricting
discussion in a manner to where no substantive amendments would be permitted.
They knowingly misinterpreted the Court’s clear ruling in this case, treating it as if
the Court had indicated that there were no other remedies to be had and that its word
was intended to be final. The House Redistricting Chair admits to being apprised by
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the NAACP of how C235 continued to pack minorities in CD30 and how it
continued a racial gerrymander in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex. Representative
Martinez-Fisher, Rose and Senator West all felt excluded from the process and
Experts say that is evidence of discrimination. There were unusual charges in the
process to limit amendments and the concerns of persons who appeared at public
hearings were completely disregarded. Further, each and every amendment on the
House side that was attempted to the Redistricting Map for the Congress was made
by on in behalf of a minority member. The diminished value of the AfricanAmerican and Latino votes compared to Anglos is revealing and shows a disparate
impact as to them.
In regards to coalition districts, it is clear that historically both AfricanAmericans and Latinos have been discriminated against in Texas. At times, the
discrimination may have been a little different but frequently it was the same-especially since the 20th century. White voters in Texas, according to the reliable
data, are hostile to both of them and voted in record numbers for a candidate who
showed outward hostility to both communities. The Senate Factors analyses indicate
serious socio economic disparities that relate to both communities that impact their
ability to participate in the electoral process. Because others are discriminatory
against them we find that they live in the same communities and suffer similar
problems. They have joined together in communities like Dallas and Fort Worth to
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work together. It seems the height of hypocrisy to grab a few examples of unique
political races where there might have been a difference in the primary and blow a
huge hole in the political interests of each community by destroying the clear and
unmistakable coalition that they have. They have been forced from one party by
hostility and racial resentment and are seeking to do the best they can as all other
Americans. These individuals should not be penalized for their Association as the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution clearly protects their right of
association. The Voting Rights Act is about electing the candidate of your choice.
Primaries involve nominations and not elections. Further, if this court were to hold
that coalition districts were not cognizable under the VRA then it would also blow a
huge hole in the act and eliminate many of its protections. Racism causes individuals
to need to work together for protection and live in the same areas but the State wants
to use sordid means to destroy the coalition and continue white domination. How
can it be that you penalize individuals for doing just that by twisting the meaning of
the Voting Rights Act and turning it on its head because such an interpretation will
frustrate and not further the purposes behind the law.
DATED: July 31, 2017.

Respectfully submitted,
_/s/ Gary L. Bledsoe___________
Gary L. Bledsoe
The Bledsoe Law Firm PLLC
State Bar No. 02476500
7901 Cameron Road,
Bldg. 3 Suite 3-360
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Austin, Texas 78754
Telephone: 512-322-9992
Fax: 512-322-0840
Garybledsoe@sbcglobal.net
Attorney for the Congresspersons
Eddie Bernice Johnson, Sheila
Jackson Lee, and Alexander Green
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Appendix A
ECF No. 1494 – Questions of the Court
Answers and Cross-References to Post-Trial Brief
General/Unclassified Questions
1) In its previous orders, the Court identified certain violations in Plans C185 and
H283 in districts that remain unchanged in Plans C235 and H358. With respect to
these violations, what open questions are there, if any?
Adopt position of Texas NAACP.
2) Much of the plaintiffs’ presentation looks more like the remedial phase than the
trial on the 2013 plans. What decisions and rulings does this panel need to make
regarding the 2013 plans? If the Court finds discriminatory intent, what judgment
should it enter? If it finds no discriminatory intent, what judgment should it enter?
What other issues are joined and ready for decision on this phase?
If the court finds no discriminatory intent then it should issue and immediate
and permanent injunction, maintain jurisdiction to pre-clear election changes by
Texas as a result based on its earlier decision and appoint someone to assist the court
in this endeavor. The answer would be the same if intent is found as there would be
a second decision on which to base this decision.
3) Defendants appear to be asserting that any time a minority opportunity district’s
minority population is increased (one example was with regard to CD28 in a Gingles
demonstration map) that this is unlawful “packing.” But is there anything inherently
wrong with a district having an increased or high minority population if it reflects
the demographics of the area, does not have the effect of dilution, and wasn’t
intentionally racially gerrymandered?
Under certain circumstances, such districts are to be expected as naturally
occurring districts.
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Questions about Evidence Presented (or Law as Applied to Specific Evidence
Presented)
7) Several witnesses relied on the rulings of the DC court, which were vacated. To
what extent, if at all, can those findings be considered in determining the intent of
the 2013 Legislature?
The Legislature chose to follow and limit its correction to an order that was
interim in its nature and disregard a final decision of the DC Court that was still
viable at the time of the decision. Further, the case was not reversed on the merits
by the Shelby County decision anyway.
8) What does the law say about whether the Legislature’s discriminatory intent can
be inferred from its adoption of the Court’s interim 2013 plans? Some of the
plaintiffs’ presentation appears to criticize the Legislature for refusing to consider
amendments of the Court’s plan, while other parts of the presentation appear to
criticize legislators and staff for even considering changes to the Court’s plans.
Which is the correct analysis under the law?
One group supported the interim plans so they naturally would not want to see
changes. Our position is the State is trying to run out the clock when it knew the
maps were deficient. They had the decision of the DC Court which was still effective
when the Legislature adopted the 2013 plan and importantly in the emails revealed
by Quesada the Chairman of the Committee did have information about the 5th
Circuit law on coalition districts and Rep. Turner even pointed out parts of the DC
opinion on coalition districts to show they could be done and Jeff Archer, Leg.
Counsel Chief, advised them of this as well.
9) How does the intent or statement or action of a legislator or staff relate to the
intent of the Legislature as a whole? Does it depend at all on whether other
legislators, and/or the body as a whole, was aware of the individual intent or action?
Adopt the position of the NAACP on this issue.
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10) If the Legislature allowed individual members or staff members to draw districts,
why shouldn’t any discriminatory intent or effect be attributed to the Legislature as
a whole?
Adopt the position of the NAACP on this issue.
11) How are minority priorities (such as, without limitation, immigration, healthcare,
education) to be distinguished from priorities of the Democratic Party for purposes
of attributing discriminatory intent to the Legislature, and also for purposes of
identifying racial cohesion and shared communities of interest?
Clearly, many of the issues are those that show or involve white resentment
towards minorities such as immigration, the Affordable Care Act, vouchers and
other educational issues. Senator West makes the point clear about the Affordable
Care Act and Dr. Burton makes it clear in regards to vouchers and educational issues.
Dr. Murray and Dr. Burton and Representative Toni Rose directly make the point of
how Immigration is such an issue. In other words many of these issues are put up
for a vote as a result of the white resentment that Murray and Burton discussed and
various votes are revealing and can be definitely seen as anti-minority.
13) The Court’s opinion adopting the interim maps clearly stated that the Court’s
work product was not complete and additional analysis was necessary. Didn’t the
Legislature have some affirmative duty to ensure that the Plans they voted on
complied with the VRA and Constitution?
It clearly had a duty but its intention was to run out the clock. Senator West,
Representative Rose, Dr. Burton, and Dr. Murray all indicated that there was such
an obligation and in the Joint Exhibits, it is clear in the House and Senate Journals
that many minority Legislators felt that way.
14) For the Congressional Plan, can the fact that no amendments were accepted from
minority members during the 2013 special session be evidence of discrimination if
also no amendments were accepted from non-minority Democrats?
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Comparators are just one way of proving discrimination. There are even cases
in the employment context where something akin to totality of circumstances is the
threshold. The question is whether there is enough direct and/or circumstantial
evidence for one to reach the conclusion.
15) Was there evidence that non-minority members requested substantive
amendments?
Senator West indicated this, Rep. Rose indicated this and Chairman Darby
acknowledged that there was an amendment that was being proposed by
Representative Ancia.
16) How, if at all, should the Court consider the skill of candidates and their
campaigns in evaluating performance, including the effects on turnout?
I think Dr. Chervenak’s way of evaluating is the most feasibly way to do
this—only considering races where candidates received at least 30 percent of the
vote. Sometimes there may be issues in races such as how CD33 was created that
cannot effectively be analyzed.
17) To what extent, if at all, is it appropriate for those who draw demonstration maps
to use racial shading to make small changes to lines within precincts?
We adopt the position of the NAACP on this issue.
19) Is there data in the record (or on the Secretary of State website) reflecting the
actual number of voters in specific primary elections? If the number of voters is
very small, how does it meaningfully inform our decision on cohesion of the
populations in the district as a whole, and why should we consider it in determining
minority cohesion?
As Dr. Murray and Dr. Chervenak have indicated, the numbers are so small
that it would not make sense to base a decision on cohesion on such data.
20) Dr. Chervenak stated that he thinks looking at racially contested elections
(meaning races between candidates of different races) is very important for
determining racially polarized voting. But how does this fit with the position taken
4
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by some that the race of the candidate is irrelevant to determining the minority
candidate of choice and/or the existence of racially polarized voting?
We adopt the position of the NAACP on this question.
Questions about Data
21) When and for what purposes should the Court look only to Census data (and the
State’s use of it)? When and for what purposes should the Court look at current ACS
data (and the State’s use of it)? When and for what purposes should the Court look
at projections (and the State’s use of it)?
We adopt the position of the NAACP on this question.
22) What does the law say about using ACS and other data that was not available in
2013, for the purpose of informing the Court’s decisions as to the 2013 plans?
We adopt the position of the NAACP on this question.
23) Would the parties agree that on the Section 2 effects (not intent) claims, current
ACS (2011-2015) data and current population estimates must be used pursuant to
Gingles because an effects claim asks whether the district, as configured, currently
gives minorities the opportunity to elect the candidate of their choice. If, for
example, a State undertook redistricting and implemented a plan that didn’t dilute a
minority opportunity district at the time but eight years later (with substantial
demographic changes) the district was no longer performing as a minority
opportunity district, couldn’t a Section 2 effects claim be brought several years after
the map’s implementation? In other words, an effects claim is not tied to intent, or
what data the legislature had at the time of redistricting. And using this logic, if the
Court finds that CD23 is not currently performing under C235, doesn’t the Court
need to look at the Section 2/Gingles analysis based on current ACS data and current
election data to determine whether it could perform as a minority opportunity district
under any of the Gingles demonstrative plans?
We adopt the position of the NAACP on this issue.
5
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Questions about Particular Areas—DFW
28) If CD33 is currently performing as a minority opportunity district, why would
the Court make any changes to that district?
In order to remedy the Constitutional and VRA violations in the area. There
is a racial gerrymander in the area, the overall plan was adopted with discriminatory
intent for the area and there is packing and cracking and isolating or wasting of voters
or votes. This should be cured.
29) Assuming the Court finds packing in CD30, how should the Court take account
of and respect the Section 2 rights of those who are removed, assuming they are
moved into a district in which they cannot elect the candidate of their choice?
The Court should try as much as possible to locate displaced minority voters
into areas where there voices or votes will not be wasted. However, to prevent any
such change or move would make remedies in many instances impossible. It could
make a mockery of the whole process if the Court’s hands were so tied.
Questions about Legal Tests (or Certain Aspects of Legal Tests)
33) What does cohesion mean under Gingles 2? How is the race of the candidate
relevant? What should the Court be focusing on in terms of determining whether
minorities are cohesive? Does the race of the candidate factor into political
cohesion? What does the fact that black voters vote for black candidates in the
Democratic Primary and Hispanic voters vote for Hispanic candidates in the
Democratic Primary tell us about minority political cohesion if both groups are
voting in the Democratic primary for candidates who generally espouse the same
political positions? Assuming cohesion is politically-based, does that require that
coalition districts be drawn?
We adopt the position of the NAACP.
34) Doesn’t Section 2 case law on the Gingles 2 factor talk about “political
cohesion,” rather than “racial cohesion”? If so, why would the Court look only at
6
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primary elections, as Dr. Alford proffers, to determine “political cohesion” or lack
thereof among minorities? Section 2 precedent seems to make clear that a minority
candidate of choice doesn’t need to be of the same race or ethnicity as the voters that
elected him or her, yet Dr. Alford suggests that a minority does not get their
“candidate of choice” unless the candidate elected is the same race or ethnicity as
the voters. Please explain this inconsistency.
The question is political cohesion in electing candidates of choice if given the
opportunity. It is contradictory to say this in regards to a primary election. Case law
is clear that the color of the candidate is not essential as long as they are the candidate
of choice.
35) In determining the performance of a district such as CD33, should primary
elections, or general elections, or both be considered? Can you offer a consistent
and legally defensible rule for deciding whether those elections are relevant for
deciding racial cohesion? Do they take on increased relevance when examining
coalition districts?
We adopt the position of the NAACP on this question.
36) In looking at minority political cohesion and RPV, would the parties agree that
RPV looks at whether the minority vote is successfully blocked by the Anglo vote
and that Anglo bloc voting doesn’t come into play until the general election? And,
if minorities happen to differ on their preferred candidate at the primary, but then
coalesce to elect the same candidate in the general election, haven’t they shown that
their political cohesion is enough to overcome the Anglo bloc voting—which is the
real issue?
It is generally the case that the general election would be the operative election
to make such a determination. That would be the basic rule but there would be
instances where this could be different but they are not involved in our claims in this
case.
38) How, if at all, do we account for the distribution of populations across the entire
state in evaluating proportionality? For that matter, is it even appropriate or required
7
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for the Court to consider proportionality for the limited purpose of this trial on the
2013 plans?
There is no absolute requirement but as the DC court indicated in the Section
5 opinion it is something that can be referenced. Further, the issue of disparate
impact is relevant to intent claims.
39) At what point does the use of race come to “predominate” in the drawing of a
district, in light of the command of Bethune-Hill that we view the district as a whole?
We adopt the position of the Texas NAACP on this issue.
40) What does the Supreme Court mean by its repeated (including 2017) use of the
term “race for its own sake”?
We are not sure of exactly how and what contexts this has generally been
used but it seems clear that the United States Supreme Court desires to have some
recognition in the Voting Rights Context of individuals working together. We saw
this in Georgia v. Ashcroft under Section 5 but similarly the Alabama and North
Carolina decisions recently have embraced the idea of not requiring certain numbers
of minorities to create a seat. When we look at the facts in Cooper it appears that it
was indeed race for its own sake and this very much what was done in regards to
CD30 in C235 and C185 both.
41) Given that retrogression is no longer an issue, and given the Supreme Court’s
2017 pronouncements on whether a 50.1% threshold is always required, does it
violate Section 2 to move minorities into a crossover district such as the East Travis
County district shown on multiple demonstration maps?
No, it does not. Even though retrogression may not be an issue this court has
noted that the Black Community voting strength was diluted and the current
configuration was designed to fracture the existing coalition between AfricanAmericans and Latinos. This is similar to the question above about CD30 and pains
should be taken to place voters in districts where they have a voice, but the many
voters in Travis County are deserving of a remedy to the intentional discrimination
8
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they have suffered and it is perfectly appropriate and necessary for there to be a
remedy that would include those voters.
42) What case law informs whether the 2017 findings on intent for the 2011 plans
can be used, in whole or part, to find intent for the 2013 plans?
We adopt the position of the NAACP.
43) What does the law say about whether a § 2 results test should focus solely on
whether opportunity exists when the district is drawn versus some later point in
time? Must the Legislature account for later changes in the district due to population
changes? In other words, to what extent is a results claim to be determined at the
time of redistricting versus at some later time?
We adopt the position of the NAACP.
44) Under the Senate factors and “totality of circumstances” analysis for a Section 2
“effects” (not intent) claim, because we’re examining whether a minority
opportunity district is currently performing and, if not, whether a Gingles district
could perform, shouldn’t the evidence on the Senate factors and totality of
circumstances (with perhaps the exception of the “history of discrimination” factor)
also be as current as possible?
We believe the court cases make history essential. The decisions of today
must be placed in context and as Dr. Burton indicated he is trying to see if they errors
of the past are still present in some form today. Further, in Texas we know that the
State has unsuccessfully fought against minorities in every round of redistricting
since 1970. It is important that there be some evidence that is recent but the court
should not over emphasize the need for such evidence. Since history itself is a
Senate Factor we believe that underscores the importance of evidence in past
decades as well as that which may be a bit more current.
45) The Supreme Court has directed that the first Gingles precondition focuses on
the compactness of the minority population, taking into account traditional
redistricting principles. This makes sense in terms of looking at cities, precincts,
9
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neighborhoods, geographical features, etc. While incumbency protection is also a
traditional redistricting factor in some respects, how does it have any bearing on
whether a minority population is compact? In other words, how does where the
incumbents live (and thus whether they are paired) affect whether a minority
population is compact?
There are competing traditional redistricting principles. There is not a hard
and fast rule. Sometimes one may mean another is impossible and it may depend on
the relevant facts as to the propriety of how that matter is to be answered in an
individual case. However, it is clear that 14th Amendment and VRA protections
(along with 15th Amendment protections too) are paramount considerations and must
be factors in any such determination.
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